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Hydration reactions of expansive materials are typically very safe, easy to induce, and low in cost, while the crushing of such
materials is typically free from noise, dust, vibration, and toxic gases. In the present study, to realize the application of expansive
materials in the prevention of coal seam gas disasters, the microstructure, heat release rate, and expansive pressure of expansive
materials were investigated for diﬀerent degrees of hydration based on temperature and pressure measurements and using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM); fracture characteristics were determined based on fracture tests of coal-like materials. The
results show that the expansive material with +30% water has the lowest hydration temperature (100°C). The expansive pressure of
the steel tube was found to reach 57 MPa, which is deemed suitable for application in coal seams. The strain and displacement of
coal-like materials were found to increase with time, with four main cracks appearing. Based on these results, it is feasible that
hydration reactions of expansive materials could increase both gas drainage and permeability in coal seams, thus reducing the risk
of rock burst around boreholes in coal seams.

1. Introduction
The permeability of coal seams decreases with increasing
coal seam depth, leading to simultaneous increases in gas
content and pressure. Such processes result in considerable
threat to production safety [1, 2]. Drilling boreholes in lowpermeability coal seams typically results in the discharge of
gas; previous studies have shown that optimizing the drilling
position and enlarging the extracting radius can help to
improve coal bed permeability [3, 4]. Recent developments
in pressure relief and permeability-increasing technology
include hydraulic boreholes, hydraulic fracturing, intensive
drilling, and concussion blasting [5, 6]. However, these
technologies have disadvantages: they are often labor intensive and require long construction periods and considerable ﬁnancial investment. Therefore, investigating new
pressure relief and permeability-increasing technology is
important.

In the context considered here, expansive materials are
gel-like cement materials that react with water and crystallize into the solid phase, resulting in an increase in their
volume. The crystallization process exerts pressure on
borehole walls, resulting in rock burst around the borehole
when the expansive pressure and vertical tensile stress exceed the tensile strength of the surrounding brittle materials
[7, 8]. In an early study, expansive cement was produced by
grinding ettringite and gypsum, calcining them at 1500°C,
and adding a proportion of ﬁnely ground slag [9]. A subsequent study increased the calcination temperature of
calcium oxide and obtained an expansive material containing calcium sulfate and calcium oxide [10]. Expansive
materials have also been developed by mixing calcium oxide
and water in a borehole; this in situ hydration of quicklime
was found to double the volume of material in the borehole,
resulting in fracturing due to expansive pressure [11]. Eﬀorts
to develop expansive materials in China were initiated in the
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1950s. Early eﬀorts investigated the sintering of high-aluminum cement with a rotary kiln and provided important
guidance for future investigation of expansive materials [12],
while a self-stressing silicate cement was developed successfully in 1957. A later study investigated the viability of
using calcium oxide calcined at high temperature as an
expansive source, based on analysis of the reaction mechanisms of the expansive material and on laboratory experiments and industrial testing, and developed an
expansive crushing agent with a reaction pressure that can
exceed 60 MPa [13]. Expansive materials have been used
widely in non-coal mining and construction blasting, and
the technology is well developed. However, owing to the
complexity of the coal seam environment, hydration reactions of expansive materials used in construction technology
may cause some stability issues; thus, their use requires
further optimization, and this technology has not yet been
used in coal production.
Although the pressure in the borehole will decrease
when the coal body breaks, as the hydration reaction continues, the volume of the expansive material can increase by
more than 2 times, and the width and length of the cracks
produced by the coal seam will continue to develop. The
expansive pressure generated by the hydration reaction of
the expansive material has a slower reaction speed and a
uniform pressure increase to cause the cracked object, so the
whole crushing process is noise-free, dust-free, and vibration-free. After the hydration reaction, it does not produce
any toxic and harmful substances, which is a safe and reliable
way of fracturing. The main features of the expansive
fracturing were compared with those of other methods, as
shown in Table 1.
Traditional borehole drilling technology is one of the
most common methods adopted for use in coal seams with
low gas permeability; drilling in this manner has been shown
to increase the exposed area and pressure release range of
boreholes, thus both increasing gas drainage and reducing
gas pressure. Here, a new technology that increases the
permeability of coal seams is proposed; this method adopts
recent advances in borehole technology and expansive
materials rather than relying on traditional methods.
According to existing knowledge regarding borehole gas
drainage, the expansion of boreholes in coal seams can be
achieved using either perfusive materials or expansive
materials; the nature of this expansion depends on the expansive pressure exerted by drilling in the vicinity of coal
fractures and on the physical and chemical changes that
aﬀect the gas state. The ability to increase coal seam permeability using these techniques could help address gas
drainage issues associated with mining processes. Therefore,
the production of an expansive material for use in coal seams
would be of great theoretical and practical signiﬁcance for
coal mine production safety, gas resource development, and
environmental protection.

2. Materials and Methodology
2.1. Materials. The expansive materials were calcined at
temperatures of 1350–1500°C and comprised primarily the
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following components (in order of decreasing percentage
content): calcium oxide (f-CaO), tricalcium silicate (C3S),
tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF), and tricalcium aluminate (C3A). Based on mass balance calculations, calcium
oxide reacts with silicon dioxide (SiO2), aluminum oxide
(Al2O3), and ferric oxide (Fe2O3), producing tricalcium
silicate (C3S), tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF), and tricalcium aluminate (C3A), and transforms the remaining
calcium oxide to f-CaO. The components of the expansive
materials are presented in Table 2.

2.2. Reaction Temperature Measurement. Owing to the
complexity of the coal seam environment and to ensure
production safety, accurate reaction parameters must be
recorded for expansive materials used in coal seams. In
particular, reaction temperature and reaction rate are important factors determining the eﬀects of expansive
materials.
The use of expansive materials in coal seam drilling to
induce expansive fracturing can result in exothermic
hydration reactions and increase the volume of calcium
oxide (CaO) [11, 14, 15], magnesium oxide (MgO), and
anhydrous calcium sulfoaluminate (3CaO·Al2O3)
[16, 17]. The main hydration reactions for the expansive
material are as follows:
CaO + H2 0 ⟶ Ca(OH)2 + H↑
MgO + H2 0 ⟶ Mg(OH)2 + H↑
3CaO · Al2 O3 + 3CaSO4 + 32H2 0 ⟶ 3CaO · Al2 O3 · 3CaSO4 · 32H2 0 + H↑

(1)
Physical parameters of each compound are shown in Table 3. Calcium oxide (CaO) reacts with water to produce
calcium hydroxide (Ca (OH)2). Magnesium oxide (MgO) reacts with water to produce magnesium hydroxide (Mg (OH)2);
calcium sulfate (CaSO4) and anhydrous calcium sulfoaluminate (3CaO·Al2O3) react with water to produce calcium sulfoaluminate hydrates (3CaO·Al2O3·3CaSO4·32H2O). The solid
volume growth rate after hydration is as follows [13]:
33.18 − 16.79
ΔVCaO �
× 100% � 97%,
16.79
ΔVMgO �

24.71 − 11.26
× 100% � 119%,
11.26

Δ VCA �

725 − 371
× 100% � 95%.
371

(2)

The device used to test reaction temperature is shown in
Figure 1. Temperature tests were conducted under ambient
temperature conditions (∼20°C). A sealing and heat preservation device (volume 1 L) was adopted, a Pt100 temperature sensor (measurement range 0–200°C) was
connected, and the MK-200E paperless recorder was used to
monitor data. A balance (accurate to 0.01 g) was used to
weigh out 500 g of the expansive material; then, the material
was stirred evenly with varying proportions of water before
being added to the insulation device. Changes in reaction
temperature over time were recorded.
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Table 1: Comparison of expansive fracturing with other methods of permeability improvement.
Method
Expansive
fracturing
Concussion
blasting

Principle
Solid expansion and
exothermic desorption

Advantage
Limitation
Noise-free, dust-free, and
Reaction exotherm
vibration-free
Quick reaction and
Vibration, noise, ﬂying stone, toxic gas, and easy to induce
Gas volume expansion
obvious eﬀect
gas outburst
Large amount of work, long construction period, and rapid
Drilling
Pressurization-discharging
Traditional technology
drilling-induced coal and gas outburst
Liquid punching,
The coal is adequately Fracture development has no direction and the process is
Hydraulic method
fracturing, and
relieved of pressure
complex
displacement
The coal body with complex device, high sealing
CO2 phase change Gas volume expansion and Gas can be replaced to
requirement of borehole and excessive crushing is easy to
fracturing
displacement
improve the recovery rate
lead to pore blockage

Table 2: Components of expansive materials.
LOI (loss on ignition)
0.62

SiO2
5.41

Chemical composition (%)
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
1.10
2.60
89.10

MgO
0.92

f-CaO
73.26


99.75

Liter weight (g/L)
1320

Table 3: Physical parameters of each compound.
Molecular weight (g)
Apparent density (g/cm3)
Gram-molecular volume (cm3)

CaO
56.08
3.34
16.79

MgO
40.30
3.58
11.26

CaO·Al2O3
101.96
3.90
26.14

CaSO4
172.17
2.61
65.97

Ca (OH)2
74.08
2.24
33.08

σ r � Pex − P0 

σ θ � Pex − P0 

Figure 1: Device used to test reaction temperature.

2.3. Expansive Pressure Measurement. The measurement of
expansion pressure is made using thick-walled round
steel tubes based on Building Materials Industry Standard
of China (JC 506-1992). The basic principles underlying
expansive pressure testing of expansive materials are as
follows. The expansive material is poured into a thickwalled circular steel tube; when the expansive material in
the tube undergoes a hydration reaction and expands in
volume [18], the material will exert strain on the tube
wall. This causes the tube to expand. The expansive
pressure acting on the inner wall of the tube can be
described by the thick-wall cylinder theory of elastic
mechanics [19, 20]. The radial compressive stress and
tangential tensile stress of the thick-walled tube under
expansive pressure are as follows:

Mg (OH)2
58.32
2.36
24.71

H2O
18.02
1.00
18.02

R2i
R2
1 − 2e ,
2
− Ri
r

(3)

R2i
R2e
1
+

,
R2e − R2i
r2

(4)

R2e

where σ r and σ θ are the radial compressive stress and
tangential tensile stress, respectively, and Pex and P0 are the
internal expansive and external pressures, respectively.
Under the test conditions considered here, the steel tube is
not subject to external pressures, such that P0 � 0. Ri and Re
represent the internal radius and external radius, respectively, and r is the radial distance from the center to the
cylinder. When r � Re, equations (3) and (4) can be modiﬁed
as follows:
σθ �

2Pex R2i
.
R2e − R2i

(5)

According to the theory of elasticity, the tangential strain
of a steel tube under radial and tangential stress is as follows:
εθ �

σ θ − υσ r
2Pex R2i
,
�
E
E R2e − R2i 

(6)

where E is the elastic modulus of the steel tube. Then, the
expansive pressure can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 2: Determination of expansive pressure.
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Figure 3: Experimental setup used to analyze fracturing of the expansive material.

Pex �

εθ E R2e − R2i 
.
2R2i

(7)

In this test, a Q235 cold-processed steel tube was used,
with an elastic modulus of 200.06 GPa and an inner radius,
outer radius, and length of 20 mm, 24 mm, and 500 mm,
respectively [21]. One end of the steel tube was sealed by
welding with a thick steel plate. The resistance strain gauge
was glued to the adhesive strain gauge at the midpoint of the
steel tube, 250 mm from the base of the tube. The strain
gauge used was model BX120-20AA. The leading end of the

resistance strain gauge was connected to the strain gauge by
a double-stranded wire [21, 22], and the steel tube was placed
in a water bath with a constant temperature of 25°C. The
device used to test expansive pressure is shown in Figure 2.
2.4. Microstructural Analysis of Expansive Material Using
SEM. To further analyze the expansive pressure generated
by the expansive material and investigate the structural
changes and mechanical properties of the material, its microstructure before and after the hydration reaction was
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180
160

Reaction temperature (°C)

studied using the JSM-IT100 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) [23, 24]. Double-sided tape was pasted on the load
tray to maintain a dry environment, and small samples of the
expansive material were placed on the tape to ensure uniform distribution. Metal ﬁlm was sprayed on the surface of
the sample before the microstructural morphology of the
expansive material was observed. The hydration reaction was
induced by adding +30% water for 24 h; then, a specimen of
the expansive material was observed to identify any changes
in crystal structure following hydration.
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2.5. Fracture Analysis of Expansive Material

2.5.2. VIC-3D System for Strain Measurement. The surface
displacement and strain distribution of the coal-like material
under expansive pressure and uniaxial stress were calculated
by comparing image correlation points with the VIC-3D
contactless full-ﬁeld strain measurement system. This system
requires only two image collectors. The surface of the tested
material was coated with a random black and white pattern.
During the deformation of the sample, the movement of
individual pixels was recorded and translated into a vector;
in this manner, the strain data before and after deformation
can be determined based on a vector ﬁeld generated by the
surface deformation of the material. The coal-like material
and the experimental setup used to analyze fracturing of the
expansive material are shown in Figure 3. Coal seams are
under static isotropic pressure due to the overlying and
surrounding rocks, and this pressure increases with depth of
a coal seam within the rock mass. Here, the distribution of
coal seam stress was optimized by setting the boundary
conditions in the x, −x, and −y directions as ﬁxed constraints, with the in situ stress σ z � 5 MPa. The y direction
indicates distance along the mining section, with the y axis
set as the free surface.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Reaction Temperature. Temperature is one of the primary factors inﬂuencing the performance of the expansive
material: when temperature is higher, the hydration rate of
the expansive material is faster and the expansion pressure
exerted is higher. Moreover, the response of expansive
materials with diﬀerent proportions of water added for the

–20
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+30% water
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Figure 4: Variation in reaction temperature with time.

16
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Heating rate K (°C·min–1)

2.5.1. Preparation of Coal-Like Materials. The compressive
strengths of materials can be used as an index to measure
their similarity to raw coal. Cement and gypsum were used
to produce a material with similar strength to coal. The ratios
of pulverized coal to cement, gypsum, and water in this
material were determined to be 0.5 : 0.25 : 0.05 : 0.2 based on
the results of uniaxial testing undertaken in previous studies
[25]. This mixture was stirred evenly and placed into a selfmade cube mold with dimensions of 200 × 200 × 200 mm;
the mold was left to stand for 9-10 h to allow demodulation
and was maintained at constant temperature in a drying
oven for one week. Then, the center of the coal-like material
was drilled using a coring drill with diameter of 20 mm.
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Figure 5: Heating rate curve for the expansive material.

hydration reaction (25%, 30%, and 35%) will vary depending
on temperature. Reaction temperatures were measured
during the laboratory experiments, as shown in Figure 4. The
results show that changes in reaction temperature can be
controlled eﬀectively by controlling the water-cement ratio.
Changes in reaction temperature for expansive materials
with diﬀerent water-cement ratios can be summarized as
follows. Initially, reaction temperature increases slowly over
the range 20–40°C; when the temperature reaches 40°C, the
reaction speeds up and there is a marked increase in temperature. Subsequently, reaction temperature peaks before
declining slowly. These results demonstrate that temperature
changes during the hydration reaction of the expansive
material exhibit the same form regardless of water content.
The maximum reaction temperatures reached for the +25%,
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Pex = 57.54979 – 49.70821∗0.94998h
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Figure 6: Changes in tangential strain for steel tube and expansive pressure of expansive material over time.

SED 20.0 kV WD12mmP.C.50 HV ×2,500 10μm

(a)

SED 20.0kV WD11 mmP.C.50 HV ×2,500 10μm

(c)

SED 20.0kV WD12 mmP.C.50 HV ×10,000

1 μm

(b)

SED 20.0 kV WD11 mmP.C.50 HV ×10,000 1μm

(d)

Figure 7: SEM images for expansive material. (a) Sample before hydration at 2,500x. (b) Sample before hydration at 10,000x. (c) Sample
after hydration at 2,500x. (d) Sample after hydration at 10,000x.

+30%, and +35% mixtures were 190°C, 100°C, and 126°C,
respectively; these temperatures were reached at 55, 60, and
65 min, respectively. These results demonstrate that the time
required for the expansive material to reach the maximum
reaction temperature increases with increasing water-cement ratio. However, the maximum reaction temperature
was found to decrease considerably with increasing water
content between +25% and +35%.

The temperature of the expansive material was measured
every 5 min for each mixture and the temperature dependence of the heating rate K was investigated. This parameter
is considered to represent the rate of change of reaction
temperature for the expansive material, where K � ΔT/5.
The heating rate curve for the expansive material with
+25%, +30%, and +35% water is presented in Figure 5; this
curve was developed based on ﬁtting of the temperature
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–0.001575
–0.00208125
–0.0025875
–0.00309375
–0.0036

eyy [1]Lagrange
0.00435
0.00379688
0.00324375
0.00269062
0.0021375
0.00158438
0.00103125
0.000478125
–7.49999e-05
–0.000628125
–0.00118125
–0.00173437
–0.0022875
–0.00284062
–0.00339375
–0.00394687
–0.0045

exx [1]Lagrange
0.066
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0.043875
0.0383437
0.0328125
0.0272813
0.02175
0.0162187
0.0106875
0.00515625
–0.000375001
–0.00590625
–0.0114375
–0.0169688
–0.0225

eyy [1]Lagrange
0.048
0.0441562
0.0403125
0.0364688
0.032625
0.0287813
0.0249375
0.0210937
0.01725
0.0134062
0.0095625
0.00571875
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–0.00196875
–0.0058125
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–0.00135

exx [1]Lagrange
0.091
0.085
0.079
0.073
0.067
0.061
0.055
0.049
0.043
0.037
0.031
0.025
0.019
0.013
0.007
0.001
–0.005

eyy [1]Lagrange
0.076
0.0709062
0.0658125
0.0607187
0.055625
0.0505312
0.0454375
0.0403437
0.03525
0.0301562
0.0250625
0.0199687
0.014875
0.00978125
0.0046875
–0.00040625
–0.0055

Figure 8: Variation in strain response for coal-like materials with reaction time similar to the expansive material considered here. (a)-1
Hydration reaction time 3 h (x direction strain). (a)-2 Hydration reaction time 3 h (y direction strain). (b)-1 Hydration reaction time 6 h (x
direction strain). (b)-2 Hydration reaction time 6 h (y direction strain). (c)-1 Hydration reaction time 10 h (x direction strain). (c)-2
Hydration reaction time 10 h (y direction strain).

change curve in Figure 4. These results demonstrate that
when the reaction temperature of the expansive material is
less than 40°C, the heating rate is slow and is eﬀectively the

same for all three types of expansive material. Conversely,
when the reaction temperature exceeds 40°C, the heating
rate increases rapidly for all three types, although heating
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3.2. Expansive Pressure. Measurement of the expansive
pressure of the expansive material based on tangential
strain exerted on a thick-walled circular steel tube is
presented here. Through the test of variation in reaction
temperature with time, it is determined that the expansive
material under the condition of +30% water is most
suitable for coal seam, so only the expansive pressure
under this speciﬁc condition is measured. Changes in
tangential strain and expansive pressure with time are
illustrated in Figure 6.
The test was conducted in a water bath with a constant
temperature of 25°C. Initially, the reaction rate of the
expansive material was rapid; this accelerated reaction
increased the tangential strain signiﬁcantly. As the test
progressed, the reaction slowed down gradually, resulting
in small changes in strain. However, as the expansive
material was not fully developed when the reaction rate
slowed, the tangential strain continued to increase slowly.
Accordingly, the measured strain did not reach a stable
level until ∼120 h after the reaction was initiated. As the
strain gauge used here is relatively sensitive, variation in
strain with time (h) was further analyzed and ﬁtted
according to the following relationship:
εθ � 1307.55743 − 1129.3933 × 0.94998h .

(8)

The expansive pressure can be obtained based on the
strain acting on the steel tube as described in equation (4). As
shown in Figure 6, comparative analysis has shown that
expansive pressure varies with time in a manner similar to
strain; in fact, the expansive pressure of the expansive
material increases with time to a maximum of 57 MPa. These
results suggest that the expansive pressure generated by the
hydration reaction of the expansive material can be utilized
to fracture coal seams by drilling.
3.3. Microstructural Analysis Using SEM. SEM micrographs
of the expansive material before and after hydration are
shown in Figure 7 and demonstrate clearly that hydration
changes the microstructure and density of the expansive

1.0

0.20
εx = 1.42696e h

0.8
0.6
0.4

R2 = 0.99583
εy = 5.99183e–5h3.48279

0.15

R2 = 0.96244

0.10

εy

–9 8.83219

εx

occurs much more rapidly for the material with +30% and
+35% water than for the material with +25% water. This
occurs because the heat of hydration reactions is released
more rapidly with increasing moisture content; more
complete reaction of the expansive material also occurs with
increasing moisture content. However, when the moisture
content is very high and the reaction temperature reaches
100°C (i.e., the boiling point of water), the water begins to
evaporate, resulting in a reduction in the rate of heating.
Conversely, when the moisture content is low, the inﬂuence
of water on the expansive material leads to a continuous
increase in the heating rate. Here, the maximum temperature reached for the expansive material with +30% water was
100°C; accordingly, it can be assumed that complete hydration of the expansive material occurred and that the
moisture content eﬀectively controlled the reaction
temperature.

0.05

0.2

0.00

0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Time (h)

Figure 9: Variation in maximum stress variables with time in the x
and y directions.

material. As shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the expansive
material was composed of particles with smooth, dense, and
nonporous surfaces before hydration; the apparent density
of these particles was relatively high. The main component of
the expansive material is calcium oxide. Small and dispersed
particles of calcium oxide facilitate hydration, forming
calcium hydroxide crystal centers and a large number of ﬁne
crystals. As shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d), the particle
surfaces following hydration are relatively rough and
microcracks and nanocracks are relatively well dispersed,
forming many small voids and increasing porosity, although
the volume of the hydrated particles is twice that of the
original particles. These results demonstrate that changes in
expansive pressure are a result of changes in crystal structure
during hydration.
3.4. Analysis of Borehole Expansive Fracturing. Images taken
by the VIC-3D contactless full-ﬁeld strain measurement
system can be used to explain the development of strain over
time when expansive materials are used to fracture coal-like
materials. Changes in the expansive pressure occur with
increasing hydration time; this is reﬂected in changes in the
mechanical properties of the expansive material. Changes in
strain response for the materials with similar reaction times
to the expansive material used here are shown in Figure 8.
In Figure 8, high-strain regions are shown in red and
low-strain regions are shown in blue. For the coal-like
materials, it is clear that, under uniaxial stress, the failure
mechanism develops from widely distributed strain to highly
localized strain with increasing hydration time. The wider
distribution of strain results partly from the expansive
pressure of the material after hydration and partly from the
action of in situ stress. The ﬁgure also shows the fracture
characteristics of the coal-like materials with ﬁxed constraints; these conditions replicate the crushing mechanism
that acts during the fracture process as a result of holes being
drilled in the surrounding area during the reaction of expansive materials. With increasing hydration reaction time,
the fracture eﬀect is gradually increased. Fitting analysis was
performed on the maximum stress variables at diﬀerent
times in the x and y directions; the results are presented in
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U (mm)
0.1125
0.108625
0.10475
0.100875
0.097
0.093125
0.08925
0.085375
0.0815
0.077625
0.07375
0.069875
0.066
0.062125
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0.054375
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V (mm)
0.1625
0.1585
0.1545
0.1505
0.1465
0.1425
0.1385
0.1345
0.1305
0.1265
0.1225
0.1185
0.1145
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0.1065
0.1025
0.0985

U (mm)
1.22
1.13937
1.05875
0.978125
0.8975
0.816875
0.73625
0.655625
0.575
0.494375
0.41375
0.333125
0.2525
0.171875
0.09125
0.010625
–0.07

V (mm)
0.955
0.882187
0.809375
0.736562
0.66375
0.590937
0.518125
0.445312
0.3725
0.299688
0.226875
0.154062
0.08125
0.0084375
–0.064375
–0.137187
–0.21

U (mm)
1.09
0.990625
0.89125
0.791875
0.6925
0.593125
0.49375
0.394375
0.295
0.195625
0.09625
–0.00312498
–0.1025
–0.201875
–0.30125
–0.400625
–0.5

–0.21

V (mm)
1.5
1.415
1.33
1.245
1.16
1.075
0.99
0.905
0.82
0.735
0.65
0.565
0.48
0.395
0.31
0.225
0.14

Figure 10: Variation in displacement of coal-like materials with reaction time of the expansive material. (a)-1 Hydration reaction time 3 h (x
direction displacement). (a)-2 Hydration reaction time 3 h (y direction displacement). (b)-1 Hydration reaction time 6 h (x direction
displacement). (b)-2 Hydration reaction time 6 h (y direction displacement). (c)-1 Hydration reaction time 10 h (x direction displacement).
(c)-2 Hydration reaction time 10 h (y direction displacement).

Figure 9. The strain was found to increase signiﬁcantly after a
reaction time of 6 h, indicating that the coal-like material
fractured; this can be considered to represent the formation
of a gas migration channel in a coal seam.

Further analysis was conducted for the coal-like materials in the form of a displacement test (Figure 10). The
number of macroscopic cracks on the surface of the coal-like
material increased to 4, and cracks started to form in the
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Figure 11: Changes in maximum displacement with time in the x
and y directions.

outer wall of the expansion borehole and penetrate the entire
specimen. In the expansive material, thermal stress was the
dominant controlling factor at the start of the reaction,
forming a temperature gradient around the borehole; this
contributed to changes in the physical and mechanical
properties of material in this area. In particular, elevated
temperature resulted in thermal expansion and increases in
in situ stress, focusing stress along the coal specimen
boundary and forming fractures in the damaged area. As the
reaction progressed, the expansive stress became the
dominant controlling factor. Meanwhile, the constraint
imposed by the borehole wall of the coal specimen was
higher than that of the boundary. Under the action of the
expansive force, cracks began to form in the damaged strip
along the boundary, and these cracks expanded from the
borehole to the boundary until the coal-like materials were
connected. Changes in fracture displacement with time are
shown in Figure 11. Four main cracks were generated during
the test; the length and width of these cracks increased with
the reaction time of the expansive material.

4. Conclusion
Based on a combination of theoretical research, basic testing,
and fracture testing, the response characteristics of an expansive material and its eﬀect on fracturing of coal-like
materials have been studied. The following conclusions can
be drawn.
Measurement of the basic parameters of the expansive
material indicated that the hydration temperature of the
expansive material was lowest (100°C) when +30% water was
used. After the expansive material had reacted fully, it
continued to exert pressure on the wall of the steel tube,
controlling the expansive pressure eﬀectively at 57 MPa.
Based on investigation of the mechanical properties and
structural characteristics of coal, expansive fracture testing
was conducted on materials with reaction times similar to
that of the expansive material. Four main cracks were
generated by fracturing of the test block.
Coal seam fracturing based on expansive materials is
known to be safe, easy to undertake, low in cost, noise-free,

dust-free, vibration-free, and free from toxic gas products.
This study represents an initial feasibility study for the
practical application of this technology. The process of expansion is known to increase damage and exploit inherent
weaknesses in coal seams. However, the slow development of
fractures can ensure stability of the coal roof, eﬀectively
preventing coal and gas outburst, and may be suitable for
application in gas prevention and control for low-permeability coal seams. Such application could greatly reduce
construction quantity and operation time. Application of
this new coal seam fracturing technology based on expansive
materials may prove to be feasible in practice and merits
further investigation.
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